SNOWMOBILE ACCESSORIES
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Wes Cargo
sled box
MTX series

FOLDING UTILITY SLED

New sled boxes
that attach above
the tunnel to
your snowmobile.
Ingenious way to
maximize space and
carry everything you need including avalanche gear, tow ropes,
food, water, belts, etc.

sled storage boxes
PART #

◊This Utility Sled is an easy choice for towing behind your snowmobile or ATV in the winter.
◊It bolts together fast and easy.
◊New folding design allows for easy storage when not
in use.
◊This sled is built to keep up with your snowmobile at
any speed.
◊Perforated dog sled standing platform
◊45” x 24” deck space
◊Rubber cushioned hitch with snow shield
◊Radiuses back ski corners

DESCRIPTION

WES128-0005

Wes Cargo Sled box for
Ski-doo

WES128-0006

Wes Cargo Sled box for
Yamaha, Arctic Cat & Polaris

PERFORMANCE

HELMETS &
APPAREL

snowmobile
ACCESSORIES

FOLDING UTILITY SLED
PART #
AMI8100

DESCRIPTION

clutch & drive	

FOLDING SKIMMER

chains &
sprockets

HOOD CLAMPS
PART #

engine & pistons	

ALP12-130

CAT HOOD CLAMP #0116-827

ALP12-131

CAT HOOD CLAMP #0115-306

ALP12-135

POLARIS HOOD CLAMP
#05430626

electrical &
batteries	

dvd	

TRAIL TECH
universal
sled
VOYAGEUR
GPS
system

GAS can/utlity rack
Nice, compact, lightweight gas can rack from Wes Industries.
Simple mounting, fits any flat tunnel longtrack sled.

steering &
suspension

wes snowmobile gas can & rack

EVERY snowmobiler needs one
of these. This
full function GPS
system gives you all the location, route, altitude, waypoints, and
co-ordinates functions, but it also monitors coolant temperature, engine temperature, system voltage, rpm, as much info
about your sled as you could possibly need.

PART #
WES115-0017

SKI DOO/ARCTIC CAT

WES115-0018

NYTRO MTX

WES115-0019

POLARIS RMK

From accessory to necessity! The Voyager GPS allows you to
create, log and ride trails, and when you are finished, share them
with friends. You can also monitor the engine temperature,
ambient temperature, distance, voltage, compass, elevation, and
engine RPM. The 2.7” screen uses the most up-to-date

sled VOYAGER GPS KIT
PART #
TRL912-5000

DESCRIPTION
VOYAGEUR GPS system, universal sled
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